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50 -faculty_-p_articipate in strike vote Monday 
ore than 150 union and non-
. n faculty and staff members 
ed the first of two strike vote 
tings at Eastern Monday to cast 
· ballots and to ask questions 
t a possible strike. 
MI'm happy with (the turnout). I 
it shows the support the nego-
. g team is going to get from its 
and file," said Mitch Vogel, 
sident of the University 
fessionals pf Illinois. 
w1 think the faculty and staff at 
tern Illinois University, like 
ir brothers and sisters at the 
four campuses, are interested 
resolving this issue as quickly as 
ssible ," he said. Strike vote 
etings were also held at the 
r Board of Governors universi-
s Monday - Chicago State, 
vemors State, Northeastern and 
stem. 
"I think this vote is very crucial 
strengthening the hand of the 
otiating team as they enter into 
iation," he added. 
Negotiations between the Board 
Governors and the UPI over a . 
w faculty contract have stalled 
a number_ of issues, particular-
the equity of faculty salaries at 
unive_rsities with comparable 
salaries_natfonwide. Mec;liation is 
tentatively .set tp begin .on 
Thursday .. · . · · 
"It w9uld be our, hoJje that there 
would be no strike 'aoo.h would be . 
our hope.that if there: was a strike, it 
would not lasn~ii~1·miitute longer · 
than it would hav~to;" Vogel said. 
Vogel said· that1a :five;day notice 
of an intent to strike: may be filed,. 
depending on the results of the 
vote. However, he said a strike 
would not be called during 
Christmas break. 
During the closed meeting, "the 
chief negotiator, Jayne Ozier. 
detailed where we are at this junc-
ture in negotiations and what has 
developed, essentially, and then 
presented the possibilities going 
into negotiations," said speech 
communication Professor Floyd 
Merritt. 
Merritt added the faculty asked 
several questions during the meet-
ing about possible scenarios that 
could occur in the event of a strike. 
At any time. during the meeting, 
union and non-union members 
were allowed to cast their ballot to 
suppmt or oppose a faculty strike if 
mediation fails. 
"We absol_utely have to get the 
board committed to a program to .. . 
correct this ~nequity. There. must be 
DAN KOONCE/Photo editor 
Uiiirersity Professionals of Illinois Chief Negotiator Jayne O:ierand UPI President.Mitch Vogel conduct a 
srrike vote meeting Monday in the Coleman Hall auditorium. Results of the meeting will be available in the 
'1 Conti1;ued mi page 2 nex_t two days. 
eStern reactiOils to ·possible strike parallel Eastern's 
Courier editor- in chief. 
Lesko .said in a phone interview Monday before the 
expired. The University Professi~nals qf Illinois and the BOG 
have been negotiating the contract sine~ !~st summer. 
. Cow·ier'.s editorial bqard meeting that the only stand he can Last week negotiations ceased, and -mediation will begin 
Thursday with an outside media.tor fr9m the Federal 
Mediations and Conciliatory Board, whicl?- has !!fl office in 
Peoria. A strike vote began Menday and and will .continue 
Tuesday on the campuses of all five 1300 universitjes, Which 
include Eastern, Western, Chicago State;-Govemors-State and 
Editor's note :-This is the first in a four-part series that will .take on· the issue-so.far is "that I'm fed up with both sides." 
ore how -the other four Board of Governois universities- . According to LeskO, Western students have relaxed their 
dealil.1g v.litfi the possibility of a faculty strike. concerns about a strike since the BOG announced that all stu-
• qents· will.rec:_eive class credits. "They've transferred the word 
Reactions at ·western Illinois University, one of th~_ 'strike' into 'vacation;"" he said. 
e Board of Governors universities facing a possible · • Also, We~te.rn's Student Government Association passed a 
ulty strike;. seem to parallel reactions on· Eastern 's · resoluti9n several weeks ago in support of the faculty and its 
pus to a strike. . . ~ fight .for better salaries .and benefits, said Todd Sullivan, 
the student.new§paper at Western Illinois Unhi.ersity, · Student Govemioeni Association cabinet member. 
Northeastern Illinois universities. - · 
Also at Western, the UPI . are woi\dng with the student 
newspaper, the Western · Courier; in order ·to keep students 
informed of all strike develeprflents. -according to Subbash 
Westef"n €;ofarier, met Monday to decide on the stand · The faculty at all fiy~ J30G universities have been working 
will take o.ri the possible strike, said 1ohn Lesko, · under" an. extended contract since Sept. I, when their contract 
Jani, Western's UPI chapter president. · 
.,. Continued on page 2. 
Kappa Alpha P$i. -to .march 
in support of fac.~lty ·stand 
By CHRIS SEPER 
Campus editor 
them -to continue (teaching)," 
satd Mad Stovall, member of 
the fiaterni~ty. "We. want to get 
Through all the discussions .(the c..ontract issues) reso.Ived." 
and media coverage, it has been T.ti_e marcfiers ·_ numbering I 0 
the general student population ·to 12 ~ wil_l begin their walk at 
that.ha_s remained silent about a the_ Mirr.tin Lut_her King Jr, 
• pcfssible faculty strike. 1Jniv.ersity Union and walk 
Al" · 1 I" a.t.n; Tuesday, that _ around _Old Ma:in, _through aca-
sile!'ici( will be broken. demic. bMiJ{lings, residence ·halls 
Members of Kappa Alpha Psi '!ind other areas throughout cam-
hu. H,. .,.:·· '.'.ii ,;,;,.,' .. b··1\, .- Frater~ity; Inc., will march in· pus· l;!n-ti-L t·h.ey reach Carman e: ,,.., .. pre., .. .,,.. 1 .. . • . . . . ;i;n'onf . . pouredby·Gfaf. >·",_ . su_p13ort· 9'. · the Uu1vers1ty · !I-all. Once at Carman, they will 
. P.ougla?- '"FlalbCpuns~lor Bart Professionals of Illin_pis - the . turn ·a_r9und and follow their 
';' Tibbs: wa~ in tbe buUdlng at th~ · union representing Ei!,stern fac • . route in reverse, Stovall said. 
time of the fire, although he could ulty. and the f~culty at four other. • The ~n ti re mare h w i II 1 as t 
not commeni about°the spriiI.kler:, Board of Gcve~nors .uriiver~ ities frorri 11 a.m. to noon and will 
because he had not receiYed' any - starting at 11 a.m. -Tue~'Cfay. .. pick up again from I p.m. to 3 
report frorn the fire department," "We 're supporting tlie -tt!'ach.· . p.m. · • 
Tibbs was also unaware of any. ers and whatever it takes foe. 
possible investi~ation !,nto. the fire. · 
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SAT forms co-chair position 
to replace national liaison 
By AMY LEUSCHKE 
Staff writer 
responded favorably to the idea. 
"I think her proposal is a great 
one, I'm sure Michelle and I 
In place of the scheduled would do a good job and we 
informal national liaison elec- would be able to get something 
ti on, a proposition made by accomplished," Stone said. 
Michelle Ferrandino was ruled Following deliberations on the 
on by the Student Action Team constitutionality of the proposi-
at Monday's meeting held in tion, the Student Action Team 
the Martin Luther King Jr. decided to allow the co-chairing 
University Union. of the position. 
Ferrandino's proposition con- In other business, the group 
sisted of the sharing of duties of tabled a motion considering con-
the national liaison position with stitution changes. Proposed 
public relations committee chair changes made by Kerry Billik, 
Jody Stone. policy and finance committee 
"When we first started, our chair, included a change in the 
number one goal_ was to educate," duties of the national liaison, a 
Ferrandino ~,;id, "We.~ve done a change in the voting rights of the 
lot of go®::';~ii};:fB ... tll~~;~~'?;w~. group-1 president and a change in 
stay where we want' to Stll°Y f.th!iik' . 'infoffual nominations and mem-
Jody and I should co-chair the bership -~espcinsibility clarifica-
position." tions. These changes will be con-
One key reason Ferrandino sidered and discussed at Monday's 
made the proposal was to avoid a meeting. 
rough stage next year when she Vicki Nowak, program commit-
will not be at Eastern. "I am tee member, announced SAT 
propositioning this to avoid a would be applying for a $1,000 
rough transitional stage with grant for an AIDS awareness pro-
something lacking from the posi- gram in January. 
tion," she added. "It's going to be something 
Although Stone said he was similar to last year's sexual 
stunned by the proposal, he roulette skit," Nowak said. 
BSU, Rives to discuss fund 
By KIM FROST 
Staff writer 
The Black Student Union will 
meet with President Stan Rives 
Tuesday "to discuss issues con-
cerni·ng the future of BSU." said 
Kevin Evans, BSU president. 
The Black Student Union will 
meet at 6 p.m. in the Martins-
ville Room of the Martin Luther 
King Jr. University Union. 
"Questions will be geared 
towards the possibility of being 
funded by the university and 
participation in minority recruit-
ment," said Elecia Dexter. BSU 
secretary. 
The group ·s regular agenda, 
which was to· include the review 
of a leadership conference that 
union members attended last 
week, will be postponed until 
next week because of the meet-
ing with Rives, Dexter said. 
The BSU sent 16 members 
last Thursday to a leadership 
conference at Southern Illinois 
University at Carbondale. 
"The conference was very 
profit a ble and the attendi 
members gathered a lot of u 
ful information," Dexter said. 
BSU parliamenta rian Ro 
Williams said the main purp 
of the meeting with Rives is 
discuss funding for the orga 
zation. 
"Other schools get money 
attend conferences. We wou 
like to receive some help fr 
the university so we don't ha 
to pay out of our own pockets. 
she added. 
Motivational speaker tops hall docke 
By~ JIM CRAWFORD 
Staff writer 
The N:ational Residence Hall Honorary will dis-
cuss plan_s for a motivational speaker at its meet-
ing 6 p.m. Tuesday in the Martin Luther King Jr. 
University Union. 
Items to be discussed at the meeting include a 
speech that the NRHH will sponsor in conjunction 
with the Residence Hall Honorary, said NRHH 
president John Bierenbaum. The speech, which 
will be on motivation, is scheduled for Nov. 25, 
Bierenbaum added. 
The speaker for th e e ve nt will be Dino 
Martinez, who is a housing complex director fr 
Central Michigan University, Bierenbaum said. 
The National Residence Hall Honorary m 
each week at 6 p.m. on Tuesday in the Effingh 
Room of the Union. 
The NRHH Tuesday will also discuss a possi 
Christmas Social and a newsletter, which 
planned for distribution next week. Bierenba 
noted. 
Also on the agenda for the meeting is the pos 
ble purchase of sweatshirts for the group. 
added, on _which the NRHH will correspond 11· 
their national organization. 
FROM PAGE ONE 
Strike 
., From page J pared to national norms. "Many faculty 1980 have not gone toward funding instruc- were some faculty members who did nots 
members have an inequity of 20 or 25 per- tion. According to Radavich, 72 percent of port a strike, but they were a minority. 
a verY. strong positive vote here to let the cent," added Merritt. tuition increase money has funded adminis- Other issues were raised, including 
board know that we're serious about it (and) "Everything that professionalism is stands tration and other support services. handling of grades for students. Vogel 
that we're tired of subsidizing higher educa- on people being compensated as they ought Ballots will be sealed, transported to a des- although the administration can grant c 
tion in Illinois," Merritt said. to be compensated for the training and educa- ignated place and counted on Wednesday, and assign grades, they can not use the g 
"People are really enthused and very sup- ti on it requires to get the position.'' Merr.i.tt ., • Vogel said. Votes f01; universities. in tne 13,QG, books of striking facul~y. 
porti~e o( ou~ dfsire, tq r~pea! tl')e,IoyaJ~ ta~, .. .. sa~d .. , " , .. , . . , , , , , .. , . . .. _. system will be compiled as a whole. . "(Gradeb90,ks) belong to µs," Vo 
which is very important to ·all of us right Dunng tlie meeting, the results of research "Many statements' (durl'ng tne· m~eting) ' said.' "We're not going to let the admi 
now." conducted by English Associate Professor were very, very positive in favor of a strong tration use our previous work. They 
The loyalty tax Vogel referred to is the 15 David Radavich were cited. Radavich 's positive vote for the negotiating team," not going to be able to use our work 
percent deficit in faculty salaries when com- research showed that tuition increases since Merritt said. Vogel said he suspected there determining grades." 
Western 
4- From page 1 
Jani said he expected a good 
turnout for the strike vote held on 
Western 's campus Monday. 
He also said the union is mak-
ing every effort to inform their 
constituents that "the best way 
to ensure successful mediation 
is with a good turnout for the 
strike vote ." About 60 percent 
of Western 's faculty belong to 
the union, Jani said. 
He explained that the union will 
go into the mediation with the 
strike vote in hand to ensure that 
the BOG recognizes the serious-
ness of the negotiations. 
According to Jani, students at 
Western are concerned about the 
impending strike, but they als.o 
understand the plight of the teach-
ers. 
Sullivan said it has been a plat-
form of the Student Government 
Association to support the teachers, 
as the resolution passed by their 
senate indicates. 
The student government has also 
been using the media as a means of 
educating students about the strike, 
he added. 
"We review strike updates at 
every meeting, and then it is 
published the next day in the 
student newspaper. we:re ·using 
o!n~ Eastern News 
The Daily Eastern News is published daily, Monday through Friday, in Charleston, Illinois, during fall and 
spring semesters and twice weekly during the summer tenn except during school vacations or examina-
tions, by the students of Eastern Illinois University. Subscription price: $28 per semester, $15 for sum-
mer only, $52 all year. The Daily Eastern News is a member of the Associated Press which is entitled to 
exclusive use of all articles appearing in this paper. The editorials on Page 4 represent the majority opin-
ion of the editorial board, all other opinion pieces are signed. The Daily Eastern News editorial and busi-
ness offices are located in the Buzzard Building, Eastern Illinois University. Second class postage paid 
at Charleston, IL 61920. ISSN 0894-1599. 
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Kappa Alpha Psi 
the mass media via the school 
newspaper," Sullivan added. 
Sullivan said some teachers 
on Western 's campus have indi-
cated that in the case of a strike, 
graduate assistants will be giv-
ing exams and reading assign-
ments. 
"In most of my classes, I have 
teachers who will not be attend-
ing .. . about three out of five, 
which is representative (of most 
of campus)," Sullivan said. 
Sullivan also said it is his 
feeling the civil service unions 
will sympathize with the faculty. ' 
union and not cross a pi.cket 
line~ in case·of u strike. 
•From page 1 
Although all protesters at the 
beginning will be members of 
Alpha Kappa Psi, Stovall pre-
dicted that they will pick up 
momentum - and marchers - on 
the way. 
The idea of the march was 
created in the Alpha Kappa Psi 
house, Stovall said. 
"We (were) basically sitting 
around talking about the effects 
(a strike might have)," Stovall 
sa,id. "Some of (the fraternity 
All You Can 
Eat Buffet 
-Pizza -Spaghetti 
-Garlic Bread -Salad Bar 
$4.49 plustax 
Every Tuesday 5-9 p.m. 
Children 10 & under eat for $2 
Jerry's Pizza 
4th & Lincoln 
members) need a good seme 
GPA-wise. A lot of _peo 
worked too hard to (just) ge 
pass grade. 
"I decided we needed 
express our opinion," he ad 
"We were getting very hea 
(in the discussion) and deci 
to take it out in a positive way. 
The protests may not end 
the 11 a.m. march, Stovall 
as Alpha Kappa Psi may con 
ue some type of demonstrati 
every day until the BOG and 
UPI finish contract negotiatio 
IMPORTBOTIL 
50¢ off *All Day 
60 different beers to 
choose from 
Tuesday food 
Special 
Breaded Chicken 
Basket $3.75 
/ndudes chips &.. pickle s 
Kitchen Hours 
Mon.-Fri. 1 1 a.m.-9 p.m. 
Sat. 1 1 a.m.-3 p.m. 
• 
BarHours 
11 a.m.- ta.m. 
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ypnotized students 
erform bizarre acts 
habits they hoped to eliminate or 
gain. Some of them ranged from 
• losing weight to better study habits 
e big trees" were what one to improving memory to improving. 
student said he feared when one's golf swing. 
· g in for a landing. Wand dismissed those who were 
The mountains and rocky unable to be fully hypnotized and 
d" were some other obstacles brought some people from the audi-
under hypnosis encountered ence who fell under hypnosis. 
y "soared like an airplane." Wand went around to the remaining 
se were just some of the acts volunteers and made them clap 
e 21 Eastern students per- their hands. One started boxing and 
ed after hypnotist Jim Wand another played air guitar. 
ught them into a "journey "Eddie Van Halen!" Wand 
ond imagination" Monday at yelled. "Go Eddie! Go!" 
Grand Ballroom in the Martin Among some of the other activi-
r King Jr. University Union ties Wand had those under hypnosis 
"tion. do was place suntan lotion on their 
and started out the show by body at Daytona Beach and drink 
· some people carry a fear of some "happy juice;" a beverage 
sis because they misconceive that contains no alcohol but has a 
whole process. similar effect. Wand went around to 
'm not going to zap anyone," each person and made them hold 
said, adding that if someone out their hand then pretended to 
into want to be hypnotized, pour the happy juice into their 
was no possible way he or she cupped hands. 
be. After drinking the happy juice, 
and added that a person's per- they sped away in their cars and 
ality enhances seven to ten tried to make a run from Illinois 
under hypnosis. State troopers after backing into the 
and brought 29 people to the troopers' police cars. 
e at first asking them what 
acuity Senate to discuss 
ffirmative Action goals 
dations on more subcommittees," 
Carpeneter said. The senate divid-
ed the issues and concern into four "" 
categories, which are teaching and ' "'""' , 
service; research and professional ----. ... ,, w"" , 
3 
e Faculty Senate will contin-
disc ussion of Affirmative 
tion recommendations at 
sday 's meeting, said Faculty 
development; empolyment and CATHY BEHRENDT\Staff photographer 
be~i~~ a;~ f~~e~.eeun·g. rnfrrer··· .Where vis Stan? ··· · ·: · -. .. · ·  · · e Chair David Carpenter,- · · 
e Faculty Senate tabled di~-
ion of its Affirmative Action 
ommendations last week after 
bers decided to add more rec-
endations to- those presented 
senate member Ed Marlow. 
The senate has been discussing 
1rmative action since Judith 
erson, director of affirmative 
· n and cultural diversity, asked 
senate to propose recommenda-
s to improve the affirmative 
· n guidelines at Eastern. 
ne recommendation that has 
the approval from the senate is 
creation of a faculty affirmative 
·on monitor to ensure affirma-
action guidelines are not cir-
vented. 
The Faculty Senate will also 
with the Faculty Issues and 
cerns Survey, a survey that 
tout to faculty members in 
ember so the Faculty Senate 
d better understand the con·-
of the overall faculty. 
e senate subcommittee (deal-
with the Issues and Concerns 
ey) will be making recommen-
DeRuiter, chair of the Council of Vic:e .Preside.;1.f for Student Affairs Glenn Williams h(mds, S,({t. First Class Donald Tichenor of the J 544th a 
Faculties, will speak about the' ,, letter of'thanks for serving in the rec~1it Gulf Wm: Eastern President Stan Rives original~v was scheduled to 
most recent Council of Faculties e.,press thanks and pose for a group picture with the 25 Operation Desert Storm veterans connected with 
meeting. DeRuiter, art professor, Eastern, but was unable to attend the ceremony for unspecified reasons. 
was elected at-large to represent .. 
EasternattheCouncilofFaculties. Shooting i.nvestigation still pending 
Marlow is the Faculty Senate rep-
re sen ta ti v e to the Council of By CHRIS SUNDHEIM 
Faculties. City editor 
The Faculty Senate will also dis- -------------
cuss Tuesday the effects of the The Charleston Police Depart-
impending faculty strike on the ment and Coles County Coroner 
senate. Carpenter said he will Dick Lynch are still investigating a 
attempt to continue holding weekly shooting incident that occurred 
Faculty Senate meetings. Sunday morning. 
" I intend to be in the BOG At 11 :41 a.m. Charleston Police 
Room on the second floor of Booth were called to 205 Monroe Ave., 
Library every Tuesday at 2 p.m.," and discovered an individual that 
Carpenter said. "Going on strike as had sustained a gunshot wound. 
teachers does not necessarily mean Michael C. Kerans., 29, died in 
going on strike as senators." his home of an apparent self-inflict-
Carpenter said the final decision ed wound, said Darrell King, 
is up to the ent~re senate, but if deputy Coles County coroner. An 
there is a quorum, a meeting wil\ inquest has yet to be scheduled. 
be held. Other items among Charleston 
The Faculty Senate will meet at Police Department reports include: . 
2 p.m. Tuesday in the BOG Room •A 21-year-old man was arrested 
of Booth Library. on charges on theft last Tuesday at 
Hardees Restaurant, 315 Lincoln. 
Ill. was arrested at 12:52 a.m. fol-
lowing an incident at 12:45 a.m. 
• Investigation is continuing into 
attempted burglary from a motor 
vehicle. 
Mary E. Koester. 1700 Adams 
Ave., reported her car damaged 
Eastern student Steven R. from an attempted burglary at 3: 17 
Pearson, of 4c2 Stevenson Hall, p.m. Wednesday. Koester told 
was arrested at I :45 a.m. following . police the damage must have been 
a 1 :30 a.m. incident. done after she went to work at 7 
· • A 19-year-old was arrested a.m. on Oct. 30. 
Wednesday on charges of battery Bill Edwards, an auto body 
and disorderly conduct at Hardees repairman for Diepholtz Chevrolet, 
Restaurant. first discovered damage to the rub-
B rad I e y W. Warrior of rural ber molding above the window on 
Arcola was arrested at I :37 a.m. the passenger side when Koester 
following the 1:35 a.m. incident. took her blue 1988 Chevrolet 
•A 20-year-old man was arrested Beretta to the establishment for 
Nov. I on charges of theft at Ike's .&.1nielated repairs. 
Tavern, 401 Lincoln. . ' ' ># • •:i<tiester-saili sh~J;las ~<~US~JS. 
Keith A. Schreier of Belleville. iffthe case. ... ~· ; ... ; .. • •• ;.;. 
. - ~- -~ ~ .. 
SU split, HSU silent as new.group approaches first meeting Wednesday 
HRISSEPER 
s editor 
ith the first meeting of the United 
ent Union for Racial Equality 
esday, officers in the Black Student 
n were split on the need for such .a 
• as well as its usefulness. 
I think it's a good idea," said Kevin 
ns, Black Student Union president. 
sidering that now the university is try-
to go towards cultural diversity, this-
be a way to improve that. A group for 
ral diversity on campus, would be a 
s for people of all races and ethnic 
grounds to come and work together." 
~ me, it wouldn't serve a purpose," 
Tyrone 3X Gray, BSU vice president. 
ause there's no way blacks and whites 
campus can unite at the present because 
a lack of respect that the two groups 
e for one another due to miseducation 
of history by both races." 
The Hispanic Student Union opteQ to 
remain quiet on the subject as Jay 
Martinez, HSU's president, chose not to 
comment. 
A first meeting for the United Student 
Union will be at 7 p.m. in the Oakland 
Room of the Martin Luther King Jr. 
University Union. Founder Matt Edwards 
said the group already has more than 
enough members to go over the minimum 
of I 0 for a viable group. 
"We have 20 students who have signed a 
petition or have pledged to do so over the 
telephone," Edwards said. "We're not try-
ing to an organization effort yet." 
The three co-founders of the United 
Student Union will all speak at the meet-
ing. Along with Edwards, Sheron V. Smith 
anq Monty Williams have worked on the 
creation of the group. 
"At least from what I read, I think it 
could turn out to be good," said Elecia 
Dexter, BSU secretary. "I'm not saying it's 
not good now. From what I read, the only 
thing I (want to know) with the group is 
what they mean by equality. I want to 
know what are their functions and what 
type of programs do they have. What do 
they define as the term equality." 
. The organization of Wednesday's meet-
ing, according to Edwards, will have all 
three of the co-founders speak. In turn, 
each founder will state their opinion on the 
direction they want the group to go. 
After each spea~er is done, the three will 
entertain questions from the members 
about the group, after which they will 
speak of what it means to be a member of 
the United Student Union. 
"I think people can disagree without see-
ing us as the devil or anything," Edwards 
said. 
Something that will .also · be discussed is 
a sit-in strike at the Affirmative Action 
Building, demanding equality for all. 
Although Edwards said he wants the group 
to be an action group, he said he takes the 
stance of non-violent direct actions. 
"I look at it like what he said in the 
paper (Thursday's article in The Daily 
Eastern News)," Evans said. "He said there 
shouldn't be an end of BSU or HSU, 
there's still a purpose for those groups. I 
see this as a helping group for any relation 
between people of different backgrounds." 
"Basically, BlackStudent Union has just 
become united as it should have been in the 
past," Gray said. "We've just now found 
our own way. 
"You have to have your own house 
cleaned up before you can clean another," 
Gray added. 
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Senate forum a 
positive new 
twist to elections 
The Student Senate came up with a 
structure for its candidates' forum last 
week that we feel will increase student 
participation in the student election pro-
cess. 
The senate traditionaily has held a forum 
each semester where candidates give short 
speeches on themselves . and their views 
and then field questions from audience 
members. Unfortunately, few students had 
attended thes~ forums in the past, so many 
Eastern students still knew nothing about 
the candidates for 
New game: Who can park in Stevenson lot? 
front of Stevenson? 
Why is parking such a challenge? Because findi 
a spot that is somewhat in the vicinity of your 
tiny ls a rare thing on campus. I know Eastern 
tried providing some additional spots, such 
those near Greek Court. But, the campus is still 
desperate need. 
Stevenson, Douglas and Lincoln residence h 
After circling Stevenson's 
parking lot twice, I disheartedly 
drove my car back to the "rock 
lot" as I have heard it referred 
to quite often. For those of you 
unfamiliar with the "rock lot," it 
is located near the football sta-
dium and most of It is. covered 
with rocks and gravel. 
With the cold weather here, 
walking from the "rock lot" to 
Stevenson tower is not the Kelly 
, share their small lot in front of the buildings and 
larger one In back with the Triads. Not to men 
when there Is a sporting event, in which case s 
highlight of my day, but there is Seifert 
no way around it unless I park ------• 
in the staff parking spot, in 
which I will surely find my car ticketed if it is not 
moved by 7 a.m. the next morning. 
Parking spots seem to be a rare commodity on 
campus and even a status symbol to some. 
My roommates and I always compare who has 
the best parking spot before we decide who will 
drive to Wal-Mart or uptown. If someone is parked 
in the " rock lot" they are usually the first to offer 
their car up for the travel since they will have a bet-
ter chance in the "parking lot spot raffle. " 
You never know when you may hit the jackpot 
and actually find someone pulling out of a prime 
parking spot. If I am parked in a prime parking spot, 
I will do anything to avoid moving my car. 
My neighbor, Jim, is always asking us where we 
parked, as if searching for a parking spot was a 
game, and in many cases it is. 
"I saw you got a spot in the front row," he says. 
"How did you manage that one?" 
My roommates will even argue who has the bet-
ter spot. Will it be Sue who is parked In the second 
row directly facing Marty's or will it be Lynnette, 
who always manages to get a parking spot right in 
are few and far between. And now with the n 
student rec center, parking has become even m 
scarce. 
Greek Court is a large complex as well, but 
least there are enough parking spaces to accom 
date the masses. · 
I'm waiting for the day when I'm sitting in ~ 
service and people begin high-fiving me "H 
Seifert, I saw your car in the front parking lot tod 
Way to go!" 
If the parking situation gets any worse thou 
future Eastern students may be saying "Hey, I 
your car in the rock lot. How did you manage t 
I had to park in the new lot out by Greek Court." 
I know proximity of parking spaces to a stude 
residence hall can be difficult since there isn't m 
space left for additional parking, but there has to 
some other solution. In the past, it has been 
cussed by the Physical Plant to begin build! 
upwards with parking. I think that is something 
will definitely need to be looked at in the n 
future if Eastern hopes to expand. 
And to the person who stole my front row 
yesterday ... Congratulations! 
Kelly Seifert is associate news editor and a col 
nist for The Daily Eastern News. 
Editorial Stud~nt Senate. 
------- ·. This year,, the senate 
added a new, twi.st .to its for:um .. .ELght stu- • 
dents representing eight groups of Eastern 
students - the Black Student Union, the 
Hispanic Student Union, the Residence Hall 
Association, the lnterfraternity Council, the 
Panhellenic Council, graduate students, The 
News and the student awareness commit-
tee of the Student Senate - were organized 
into a panel to question the candidates. 
Therefore, even though only about 25 
students attended the forum who were not 
members of Senate or the panel, this new 
format gave an increased number of stu-
dents the opportunity to learn about the 
candidates because of the groups the eight 
panelists represented. 
Ideally, the eight panelists would return 
to their organizations and provide them 
with a comprehensive view of the candi-
dates. 
Our representative on the panel, 
Administration Editor Jamie Riley, and 
other members of The New.s who attended 
}~~)?.~uft.l Ai?· b'ring Ju~st that; their views 
on the candidates were brought to our edi-
torial board. 
And we found several of the candidates 
to be straightforward and knowledgeable 
about campus issues. Based on their han-
dling of the issues at the forum and on past 
senate experience, we would like to 
endorse the following candidates as the 
cream of the crop: O n-campus: Nikki 
Harmon and Luke Neumann. At-large: 
Debbie Canavan, Curtis Cline and Tiffany C. 
Jackson. 
We encourage the senate to continue 
using this potentially successful format for 
introducing the candidates. We do recom-
mend, however, ·that the groups being rep-
resented on the panel either be expanded 
or rotated from semester to semester to 
allow more organizations access to the 
candidates. 
Your turn 
Reader: There is 
no constitutional 
right to abortion 
Dear editor: 
After reading the editorial of 
October 30, I felt that I had to 
write in order to clear up some 
misconceptions. First of all there 
is no "constitutional right" to an 
abortion. There is a constitutional 
right to !ife, liberty and the pur-
suit of happiness. This right is 
denied to babies who are killed. 
You talked as though conserva-
tives would like to take away 
civil rights and justice for some 
people. However there is not jus-
tice for a person who is killed 
because she or he Is an inconve-
nience; it is the liberals who are 
to blame. 
Liberals claim to be compas-
sionate and to look out for those 
who can't look out for t he 
selves. They would have a h 
time convincing the 1.5 mill 
babies killed each year in 
country. They would also ha 
hard time convincing the infe 
couples who are unable to fi 
baby to adopt. 
I agree with you that worn 
rights and civil rights must 
upheld, but nobody has the 
to take another's life. Besi 
half of those babies are wome 
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Group heads to electronics show 
ark Deremiah of Winner & Deremiah Towing secures the steering 
eel before towing Aaron Ruback's '76 VW Bug late Monday after-
n at Eagle Crest Apartments on 12th St. Rubach purchased the car 
Monday, and discovered the brakes were "No good." 
By CHRIS SEPER 
Campus editor 
Members of the Society of 
Manufacturing Engineers will 
experience the latest in modern 
day technology, the newest 
wave in electronic management 
and some of the most dynamic 
speakers in computer integrated 
manufacturing - and they're 
asking anyone interested to 
come along. 
The 55-member organization 
is sponsoring a trip out to 
"Autofact 91" - a conference 
dealing with computer technolo-
gy - Thursday at McCormick 
Place in Chicago. 
"It's a conference that's dedi-
cated to the furthering of com-
puter integrated management," 
said Pat Rickert, second vice 
chair of the Society of Manu-
facturing Engineers. "They 
should display some of the lat-
est technology in computer inte-
grated manufacturing and mar-
keting strategies." 
Computer aided management 
deals with the computerization 
of every facet of production. 
There are currently 20 stu-
dents and 10 faculty members 
ouncil to discuss curriculum changes 
Two prerequisite classes can be 
tituted for a higher level chem-
class for convenient schedul-
purposes, said Jon Laible, dean 
d temporary -secretary of the 
iberal Arts and Sciences 
·culum Committee. 
At the LASCC Oct. 29 meeting, 
ecutive action was 'taken to allow 
dents to take Chemistry 3430 
d Chemistry 3435 - formerly 
o pre-requisites for Chemistry 
00 - at the same time as they 
e Chemistry 3500, Laible said. 
"It (the prerequisite change) is 
the students' convenience," he 
added. 
The next curriculum CO!flmittee 
meeting will be held at I p.m. 
Tuesday in the Greenup Room of 
the Martin Luther King Jr. 
University Union. The agenda will 
include several new course propos-
als and discussion on enhancing 
minority participation. 
The Minority Task Force - a 
committee studying minority par-
ticipation ~ recommended to the 
LASCC last year that some majors 
should include a course that would 
be multicultural, Laible said. The 
course would be required for all 
majors in liberal arts and sciences, 
according to the task force recom-
mendations. 
Also, the Council of Academic 
Affairs is currently concerned about 
having a multicultural course, 
Laible said. 
"Our idea is a little different," he 
said. "We are thinking of a more 
narrowly defined cultural diversity 
course." 
The course proposals on the 
agenda include: English 3003, tech-
nical reports writing and ·envfron-
mental psychology. All courses 
should be approved, Laible said. 
New courses may also be pro-
posed for geology, earth sci-
ence, physics and history, and 
will be discussed further at the 
committee's next meeting, 
Laible added. 
xchange meeting scheduled for Tuesday 
said students should be sure that all the affiliated for-
eign schools' credits will transfer back to Eastern. 
The Study Abroad Office will hold a meeting at 7 
"Basically, I don't recommend any classes that will 
not be credited to the university," he said . 
. Tuesday in Coleman Hall room 222 to provide 
ation· for students on programs offered for stud-
overseas. 
Schlauch said the university has always offered 
overseas programs and gives meetings like Tuesday's 
scheduled meeting once each semester so that students 
The study programs in other countries are offered 
for summer and regular semesters by Eastern and 
affiliated schools. 
· can have plenty of time to decide what program to 
choose. 
Certain scholarships are available for these programs 
ording to a student's grade point average and for 
rticular studies. History Professor Wolfgang 
The Study Abroad program is just introducing its 
new summer program, which is a month-long school in 
Brazil, Schlauch said. 
lauch, the Study Abroad program's coordinator, 
Previously, Eastern has offered programs to Ireland, 
Austria and Spain, he added. 
mall investors back into market 
NEW YORK (AP) - Small 
estors are returning to the stock 
et in the biggest wave of trad-
since the 1987 crash. 
Plunging interest rates on bank 
'ficates of deposit and money 
et accounts have encouraged 
y individuals to seek higher 
s in 1991 's solid stock mar-
"The retail sector has been this 
's driving force," said Jeffrey 
aefer, research director for the 
urities Industry Association, 
industry's main trade group. 
According to new statistics, 
II investor activity was up 18 
rcent on the New York Stock 
change through the first nine 
nths of the year, while trading 
big institutions and investment 
s rose at a slower pace. 
The SIA figures show that indi-
dual trading activity through 
retail brokerages is the greatest 
since the trade gi:oup began break-
ing down its statistics in 1987, and 
probably the highest ever. 
"We find that people have 
money and are investing," said 
John W. Bachmann, managing 
principal of Edward D. Jones & 
Co. of St. 
Louis, which has the nation's 
biggest retail brokerage network 
with more than 1,600 offices. 
"Some of the money is coming 
out of the banking system, where 
the rates are just not very attrac-
tive," Bachmann said Monday. 
According to the latest weekly 
survey of I 00 banks by the 
newsletter Bank Rate Monitor, the 
annual yield on money market 
accounts - which generally consist 
of short-term bonds - was down to 
4.86 percent last week. Yields on 
Super NOW savings accounts fell 
... .. .. .. . . . . . . .. ... .. . . . . ' . . ~ . ........ "" ....... ' .. . 
t • ' •••• ' • ' • ~ ••• ' • • • • ' ' •• ............ 1f ... .,,. • " .......... . 
to 4.32 percent and six-month CDs 
to 5.09 percent. All three are at 
historic lows after plunging this 
year. 
"Interest rates have come down 
and that has tended to direct peo-
ple to conservative, high~quality 
stocks that pay dividends," said 
Richard Ryan, a broker and first 
vice president with Robert W. 
Baird & Co. in Milwaukee. 
The market also is benefiting 
from recessionary declines in other 
investments, such as real estate, 
and the movement of more pen-
s ion and retirement money into 
stocks. · 
NYSE trading volume for the 
first nine months of the year was 
176.9 million shares daily, up 12 
percent from a year ago. Trading 
in the Nasdaq over-the-counter 
market, traditionally favored by 
individuals, is at record levels. 
attending the trip . All costs for 
the trip, except food, are being 
paid for by the organization. 
The group will leave Kiehm 
Hall at 8 a.m. Thursday and will 
return at 8 p.m., Rickert said. 
- "It's not limited to industrial 
tech students," said Dave Hittle, 
Society of Manufacturing En. 
gineers president. "Anybody 
can come and participate. They 
. don't have to be a technology 
major." 
Spots for the trip can be 
reserved by signing up on the 
field trip list outside of 219 
Kiehm Hall or by contacting 
Hittle or Rickert. 
"Automation in computer 
management is the wave of the 
future," Hittle said. "It's (con-
ference) not the textbook 
answer, it's seeing things and 
how they work." 
While the conference will 
include new technical aspects of 
computer management, automa-
tion and modern displays, Hittle 
and Rickert both said the oppor-
tunity will also give the group's 
members an opportunity to par-
ticipate as well as anyone inter-
ested in the job field to pick up 
contacts for the future. 
"We're not really going to be 
actively participating," Rickert 
said. "We ' re going to passively 
participate and observe some of 
the latest technology. We 'II get 
our hands on some of the things 
off erect. 
"Hopefully (everyone) will get a 
better insight about computer inte-
grated management," Rickert 
added. "They'll be seeing things 
that are related to CADCAM 
(Computer Aided Design/Com-
puter Aided Management) and see 
things to Computer Numeric.al 
Control, robotics applications and 
computer aided engineering. We 're 
hoping to gain better insight on this 
field." 
The society itself is a nation-
ally known organization spon-
sored by businesses throughout 
the country. The group meets at 
6 p.m the second Wednesday of 
each month in room 219 . 
Members must first submit an 
application and must be in 
enrolled in an industrial or tech-
nical engineering program. 
The group also schedules 
guest speakers, demonstrations, 
fundraisers and other philan-
thropies as well as handing out 
scholarships. 
International film to be 
shown in Union Ballroom 
By JANINE RESIDORI 
Staff writer 
An international film titled 
"Rodrigo D No Future" will be 
shown at 8 p.m. Tuesday in the 
Martin Luther King Jr. 
University Union Ballroom. 
"Rodrigo D No Futuro" is the 
first Columbian film that has 
been selected for competition at 
the Cannes Film Festival, 
according to Elecia Dexter, 
coordinator of the University 
Board's Human Potential 
Committee, which will sponsor 
the showing of the film. 
The movie is a real-life por-
trayal of children's lives in 
Medellin. Columbia, the murder 
capital of the world. Dexter said. 
The movie centers around the 
character, Rodrigo, and his 
friends. who are trapped in a life 
of violence and drugs, according 
to a press release about the film. 
The actors are essentially 
playing their own lives on 
. screen, Dexter added. Six of the 
actors have been killetl since 'the 
completion of the film, which 
attests to the film's realism, she 
said. 
This is the first film the 
Human Potential Committee 
will sponsor this semester. 
Depending on response to the 
film, the committee may show 
other culturally diverse films in 
the future, Dexter said. 
The UB 's Human Potential 
Committee sponsors such programs 
as Black History Month and 
Women's Awareness Month. 
Dexter added. A cultural diversity 
week is also being planned for 
sometime in January. she said. 
A $1 admission fee will be 
charged for the showing of the 
film, and both students and other 
area residents are invited. 
Dexter added. 
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Heterosexuals cause of most AIDS cases ... 
GENEVA (AP) - Heterosexual 
sex has caused the infection of 75 
percent of people with the AIDS 
virus worldwide, and the infection 
is now rising in Western countries, 
the World Health Organization said 
Monday. 
The majority of the hetero-
sexually infected people are in 
the developing world, particu-
larly in Africa, and it still 
remains only a small percentage 
of cases in North Amerka and 
Europe, the Geneva-based agen-
cy said in an extensive report. 
from a person of the opposite 
sex, according to the Centers for 
Disease Control in Atlanta. 
cines to slow -or halt the onset 
on AIDS are. being tested in the 
United States and Europe, and 
several more inay be available. 
The testing not scheduled to 
begin for at least a year. 
Merson, however, advised 
against having too much hope 
for the vaccines. 
"The major pofot is that we're 
not going to have a vaccine today 
and we're not going to have a 
vaccine tomorrow," Merson said. 
"We have to do everything we 
can to inform the public now of 
the risks and the need for safer 
sex." It usually takes about 10 
The Dally Eastern News 
25¢ 
Corona for $1 50 
20 oz. Drafts $1°0 
To all those people who drank 
us out of Little Kings last Tuesday ... 
... we'll be ready for you. 
AN ENTIRE WALK-IN COOLER 
FILLED & READY 
<'.] t> The U.N. group says up to 
5,000 people are infected each 
day around the world, and offi-
cials fear an increase in preg-
nant women infecting their 
babies. 
"It is not easy to change sexu-
al behavior, but hopefully with 
more people like Magic Johnson 
coming out and talking about 
their illness everyone will real-
ize they are at risk and take 
more care," said Dr. Michael 
Merson, head of the U.N. health 
agency's AIDS program. 
years before a person with HIV to ~=!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!~ 
show the full signs of acquired . I. 
Concern about heterosexual 
transmission of the AIDS virus 
was heightened after basketball 
star Magic Johnson announced 
Thursday he had the HIV virus 
and said he had no homosexual 
affairs. 
In the United States, 3 per-
cent of men and 34 percent of 
woman contracted the virus 
Merson said tests of possible 
AIDS vaccines are planned for 
Thailand, Uganda, Rwanda and 
Brazil - nations with some of 
the highest AIDS rates. The 
tests - which will involve sever-
al thousand volunteers - mark a 
departure from previous 
approaches favoring early test-
ing on animals. 
About a dozen potential vac-
immune deficiency syndrome, 
which attacks the immune system 
and leads to death. 
Merson said an estimated 8-10 
million adults carry the human 
immunodeficency virus that leads 
to AIDS. The agency has predicted 
40 million adults and children will 
be have HIV by 2000, and a grow-
ing percentage may be children or 
people infected through heterosex-
ual sex . . 
... Magic Johnson ·may join AIDS commission 
LOS ANGELES (AP) - The 
Bush administration is consider-
ing naming Magic Johnson to 
the National Commission on 
AIDS to replace commission 
member Belinda Mason, who 
recently died from the disease, 
according to a published report. 
The Los Angeles Times 
reported Monday that some 
Washington officials said there 
was great support for the former 
NBA superstar to head the 15-
member AIDS commission. 
"I cannot think of a more 
wonderful appointment that 
could be made than to have 
him," said Dr. June E. Johnson, 
who chairs the commission. 
Johnson left for a vacation on 
Monday and could not be 
reached for comment. 
The effects of Johnson's 
announcement last Thursday 
that he was HIV positive are 
just starting to be felt: - an 
AIDS telethon, given a boost by 
Johnson, raised $1 million; -
black churches nationwide 
began to confront questions of 
whether they've done enough to 
address the AIDS issue frankly; 
- the 463-store Target discount 
store chain said it would pull a 
COMP - U • TECH 
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Frank, Elvis, and 
The Highlander 
commercial starring Johnson as 
inappropriate; - the Broadway 
department store chain said in 
full-page ads that some pro-
ceeds from Johnson-oriented 
sweat shirt sales would· go to 
HIV research. 
The first AIDS CableThon, 
carried by 60 California cable 
stations Sunday, picked up hun-
dreds of thousands of dollars 
more in pledges than expected, 
and organizers Monday credited 
the response to Johnson. 
Many of the pledges came in 
amounts of $32 in honor of 
Johnson, who wore jersey No. 
32 for 12 years with the Los 
Angeles Lakers. He announced 
Thursday he had tested HIV-
positive and was retiring imme-
diately from the NBA team. 
· "It was an earthquake," said 
Michael Weinstein, president of 
the AIDS Healthcare Found-
ation, which sponsored the 
telethon. 
"We went back to corpora-
tions that had said, 'No,' on 
Friday and raised many thou-
sands of dollars more. It just 
sort of created a spirit where 
everybody wanted to help and 
wanted to give." The founda-
tion· will use some of the money 
for its two hospices and three 
clinics and donate the rest to 
other AIDS organizations, said 
Weinstein. 
Meanwhile, black churches, 
which have been criticized for 
skirting discussions of AIDS, 
vowed Monday to tackle the 
issue head-on. 
The Rev. Jesse Jackson called 
for ministers across the country 
to "re-emphasize the historic 
message of. the historical value 
of an ethical lifestyle." He 
called on celebrities and sports 
figures also to speak up for a 
"new national attitude towards 
safety." Pastors at black church-
es in Washington, Houston, 
Miami, St. Louis and other 
cities across the country said 
they planned sennons, seminars 
and other works for their con-
gregations to address AIDS. 
The Rev. M. Andrew Robin-
son-Gaither, pastor of the 200-
member Faith United Methodist 
Church in South Central Los 
Angeles, said discussions of 
AIDS have posed problems for 
black preachers because it 
relates to the tricky issue of sex-
uality. 
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ussians refuse 1~· ~======================~~·· 
t t Announcing _ ~ :~:~~~~: e POSTER CONTEST!! 
oRozNY, u.s.s.R. (AP) - Cash Prizes 
eparatists in the southern Th Al h I A 
hechen-Ingush region fired eme: . co 0 wareness 
Enter before 
9:30 
utomatic weapons to celebrate The posters should remind students of 
Russian legislature's refusal 
and Recieve 
onday to approve Boris those times When they Were bothered by 
eltsin's state of emergency in someone's intoxicated behavior. 
ir Muslim enclave. S 
Gen. Dzhokar Dudayev, for- Ubmit entries by 
erty a bomber pilot in the November 25th to 
viet air force and now presi-
nt of the Chechen-Ingush Dr. French Fraker - 214 Buzzard 
gion, had throotened terrorist ~~;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;§~ 
$2°0 in 
STUS Cash - Good 
for Drinks at the Bar!! 
tacks on Moscow's nuclear I!! 
wer stations and subways if 
decree was not repealed. 
The 177-4 vote Monday 
gainst Yeltsin by the usually 
iant Russian lawmakers was 
first major show of no confi-
nce in Yeltsin since his elec-
n in June as president of the 
ussian Federation - a mosaic 
f scores of restless ethnic 
roups scattered among the 
ussian majority. 
The legislature's rebuff was 
kely to damage Yeltsin 's 
uthority, which was greatly 
nhanced by his successful 
position to hard-liners who 
ied to oust Soviet President 
ikhail Gorbachev in August. 
e vote was not binding, but 
ay force Yeltsin to withdraw 
· decree. 
Yeltsin did not attend the · 
bate and had no immediate 
mment on the resolution, 
hich also called for negotia-
s toward a political solution. 
dayev said he was asked to 
e part in talks and was pre-
to do so. 
Two Yeltsin allies, Russian 
rliament speaker Ruslan 
asbulatov and Vice President 
exander Rutskoi, the author of 
decree, reversed their earlier 
fense of the crackdown. They 
ked the lawmakers' move for 
gotiations, signa1ing that 
ltsin had decided against con-
ntation. 
Yeltsin's apparent indecision 
using force, the limited num-
of troops he was able to send 
the region to enforce his 
cree, and the failure of his 
esentatives to carry out an 
to arrest Dudayev showed 
government to be weak in 
s not dominated by ethnic 
ians. 
In the Chechen-Ingush capital 
Grozny, cheering militants 
their automatic weapons in 
air and honked car horns to 
ebrate the Russian retreat. 
Dudayev said the Russian 
te represented a "victory for 
mocracy and truth." There 
no sign of compromise from 
Chechen-Ingush leaders on 
ir Nov. 2 independence decla-
tion from the Russian 
ration. 
Immediately before the 
ussian legislature voted, 
dayev said he would order 
orist strikes against atomic 
wer stations around Moscow 
Yeltsin did not back down. 
"Why should our mothers cry, 
old people cry, why should 
children cry and live so much 
fear?" he said. "Why should 
t Russia, which is where this 
ii is coming from, feel fear?" 
ter the vote in Moscow, 
yev suspended the threat. 
Dudayev is a national hero in 
mainly Muslim autonomous 
·on of 1.3 million people, 930 
'les southeast of Moscow, for 
ing to break free of Russian 
ntrol, which began under the 
~'s long distance savings plan can take you to.this location. 
AT&T has always helped college students call the places they want to call. In fact, one of our savings plans 
. ' 
" "' 
tte1:• .. 1 ,._., t.- . r .. . - r;.1 h !'1 : •I r 
...... ''·' 1- •' 1 I • ( ,,. 
for off-campus students, the SelectSaver" Plan, lets you direct-dial ·the one out-of-state area code you call most often. For just 
$1.90 a month, and 12 cents aminute, evenings, nights and weekends. 20 cents a minute, weekdays.• D And now AT&T can take 
you to another place you've always Wanted to go. Just enter the AT&T "It Can Happen to Me" Sweepstakes. You could win a trip 
for you and a guest to any US. and any European rock concert. All you have to do is fill out the coupon below. o So let us 
help choo.5e the savings plan thats right for you. Afld then tr:y your luck at our Sweepstakes. Both will be music to your ears. 
' .. . .• 
.... I I ": .:'Ill 
-ii,,. - , • ' ' 
'lb sign up for an ATE' savings plan for off-campus students, 
ATs.T c:all 1800 654-0471, Ext. 7437. 'lb enter the A1U "It Can Happen to Me" Sweepstakes, fill out the coupon below. 
•h'..::lldls ~US., Alaska. Hawaii. Puerto Rico end the U.S. Y9' llilnds.. SM1gs baed on<=* OlfJI 56mileS. Actual SllYings paklnlill 
:lepends on 11.bsctibet calng patterns. PnxesUlg lee ol $2.00apples. Dl'f r1111e1 ~ ftmn8 mm eo S pm. 
. 01991 AT&T 
OFFIOAL RULE.S-NO PUROIASE NF£F.sSARY 
t. To enw, ~~name, llddrffs, phone number and zip code on an effldal entry loon or a plliir'I piece of paper. 
Otftcim entry forms e911 be found 5n the October 31st, 1991 iSsue of Roilngi Slone. the October 18th, 1991 tssue of 
~~ the November 1991 issue of US magadne, the No'INtmberJDeaml:>er 1991 issue ol u. Ttte National 
Oc*Of ~and the F .. ;ssueot onctory otan.-. You may enter as often as you wtSh. but each entry must be 
m1119d ~to: ATIT "fTc.AN HAPPENTOME'' SWEEPSTAKES, P.O. Box 4870. GrandCenlf'llStatlon. New York.NY 
10183.Allentriesmustbe191:eivecltiv'December30. 1991. 
L .................................................. ......_....__._...._... 
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................................................................................. "9CUle 
............................................................................... their 
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__... ............................. -. 
3. Sweepstakes open 10 tesider'llS of lhe U.S., 18 yews of age ot older, except employees and their lflll'tiies €\I Af&T, ils 
affiliates, subsidiaries, .wertisiog agencies, MEDIAAMERtCA, INC. and their program suppliers. This olltlt IS void 
whefevef prohibtted, and StJbtect to al federal, state and IOcal '8ws. 
4.. ,_• .. el ............. a ............. ....._. ............ ._ AT&T "'IT CAii llAPPIEMTO •" 
-MUST.P.O. .............. ~ ....... .._ .......... Ytota.,....._,aolltr...._ . 
,----------------, 
Enter the ATE' "It Can Happen 'lb Me" Sweepstakes. 
: · To enter, complete this frmn and mail to: 
AT&T "It Can Happt•n To Me" Sweepstakes, 
I Box 2501, Cedar Gron.·. New Jet~\' 07009-2501 I . . . I Name _________________ _ 
I Colle!,re __________ Year in school __ _ 
I Address ________________ _ 
I City _________ State __ Zip ____ _ 
I· Phone_,_( _________________ _ 
I 
I 
I 
Cum:nt IA mg l>istann.• Company AT,"°r _MCI_ Sl'IUNT _ OTI tEU _ · 
C:um:nt C1lling Cml Company A"l~"°I' _MCI_ Sl'UINT _ OTI IE!{_ 
I I On Cunpus Studt·nt I I Off Cunpus Stmk:nt , -,.n 
J ~}!:·:11:1~~1·1~~"11~\~~;r~;~·'.;.~~11 ~": ~;":~:.::~ 1~; purdu.-..· tk'\'t'~'-ll \ \1•111 wlk·n· pnil11h11t•,I. 
L'::."·'~ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - _J 
'. , 
The Daily Eastern News 
cannot be responsible for 
more than one day's incor-
rect insertion. Report errors 
immediately at 581-2812. 
A corrected ad will appear 
in the next edition. 
All classified advertising 
must meet the 2 p .m . 
deadline to appear in the 
next day's publication. Any 
ads processed after 2 p.m. 
will be published in the fol-
lowing days newspaper. 
Ads cannot be canceled 
after the 2 p.m. deadline. 
Classified ads must be 
paid in advance. Only 
accounts with established 
credit may be billed. 
All Advertising submit-
ted to The Daily Eastern 
News is subject to approval 
and may be revised, reject-
ed, or canceled at any time. 
The Daily Eastern News 
assumes no liability if for 
any reason it becomes nec-
essary to omit an advertise-
ment. 
DIRECTORY 
SERVICl.S OmRID 
TRAVEL 
TRAINING/ScHOOLS 
HE.LP WANi'ED 
WANTED 
AoomON 
RIDl.S/RIDERS 
ROOMMATES 
FOR RENT 
FOR SALE 
LOST &.. FOUND 
ANNOUNCEMENTS 
POSITIONS AVAILABLE: Devel-
opmental Trainers needed to 
work with developmentally dis-
abled adults. TRAINING, CERTI-
FICATION and BENEFITS PRO-
VIDED. Full and Part-time, start 
$4.60/hr. Apply in person at 738 
18th St. 
__________ 12/6 
DELIVERY DRIVERS, DELIV-
ERY DRIVERS , DELIVERY 
DRIVERS, DELIVERY DRIVERS 
wanted for full and part time posi-
tions. Must be at least 18 yrs. old 
and have proof of insurance. 
Apply in person at Jimmy John's 
Sub Shop. Located at 1417 1 /2 
4th St. before 11 :OOa.m. and after 
2:00p.m. 
---~-----11/13 
MAKE $150-$300 IN 3-10 
HOURS by selling 50 funny col -
lege t-shirts. No financial obliga-
tion. Smaller & larger quantities 
available. Call toll free 1-800-
728-2053 . 
_________ 11 /15 
ON-CAMPUS JOB, OFF-CAMPUS 
SALARIES. EIU Office of Develop-
ment looks to hire energetic stu-
dents for Annual Telefund Drive. 
During spring semester-Saturday 
and Sunday hours . No phone 
calls, please apply in person with 
Anne Voegeli at Brainard House. 
_________ 11/22 
Female for housework, some odd 
jobs. Be available before 4 :00 
p .m. and Saturdays . 348-1550 
before 4:00 p.m. 
_________ 11/12 
EASY WORK! EXCELLENT PAY! 
ASSEMBLE PRODUCTS AT 
HOME. CALL TOLL FREE 1-800-
467-5566 EXT. 9202. 
_________ 11/18 
Spring break in Cancun! Repre-
sentatives wanted. College tours, 
the nation's largest and most suc-
cessful spring break tour operator 
needs enthusiastic college repre-
sentatives . Earn free trip and 
cash! We provide every1hing you 
need. Call 1-800-395-4896 for 
more information. 
_________ 11/15 
The I:' -
Daily LC\Stern News 
CLASSIFIED Ao FORM 
Name: _______________ _ 
Address: ______________ _ 
Phone: Students D Yes D No 
--------
Dates to run-------------
Ad to read: 
Under Classification of:-------------
Expiration code (office use only) _________ _ 
Person accepting ad _____ Compositor ____ _ 
no. words/days ______ .Amount due:$ -----
ADOPTION : Happily married , 
financially secure couple, wish to 
adopt a white newborn. Will give 
lots of love and security. Legal 
and confidential. Call 618-462-
9144 Carol and Robert: 
FEMALE ROOMMATE(S) NEED-
ED, OWN ROOM, OWN LEASE, 
APARTMENT CLOSE TO CAM-
PUS, CLEAN, WATER INCLUD-
ED. 345-5205 
2 bedroom, furnished apartment. 
Includes dishwasher, carpeting, 
central heat & air. Close to cam-
pus. As Low as $130/month per 
person . Carlyle Rentals . 348-
774.6. 
______ __c:.__ __ 12/6 
SPRING SUBLEASOR NEEDED. 
FEMALE PREFERRED . $160 
month . Call Ann or John 348-
1970. 
_________ 11 /1 2 
1, 2, and 3 bedroom apartments. 
Fully furnished, convenient loca-
tion, available now and·for Spring 
term. Call 345-6621. 
__________ 12/6 
Roomate needed for Spr. 92. 155 
/mth plus utilities. Call Dan 345-
5564. 
__________ 12/6 
Roommate needed. Park Place 
Apts. $130/month & half utilities. 
345-6783. 
_________ 11/12 
SPRING SUBLEASOR NEEDED. 
Furnished house-own room -
excellent condition . Rent nego-
tiable. 348-7058. 
_________ 11/15 
2 female subleasors needed for 
Spring 1992. Youngstown-fur-
nished, A/C, across from pool. 1 
month free rent. 348-7881 . 
_________ 11/15 
Housing for 2, 3, 4. Close t6 EIU. 
Jim Wood, Century 21 . 345-4489. 
_.:._:_ ________ 12/6 
Male Subleasor needed. Spring 
Semester. Own Room, Fur-
nished, Great Location. $190/mo. 
348-0910. 
_______ ca11/7,11,12 
MALE SUBLEASOR. RYL HGTS. 
APT. PH 345-7302 . SPRING 
SEMESTER . ASKING $165 -
NEGOTIABLE. 
_________ 11 /15 
Female Subleasor needed. Own 
room, washer and dryer. Close to 
campus. 348-0459. 
_________ 11 /12 
Two female subleasors needed 
for spring. Furnished, $160/month 
includes utilities . Call Sue 581-
8059. 
_________ 11 /15 
Male subleasor needed for spring 
semester. Good location . For 
more info, call Eric 348-8703 
(after 6). 
_________ 11/18 
1 bedroom , unfurnished apart-
ment available second semester. 
. . Rent will be base on income ... 
Call 345-7838. 
_________ 11 /13 
SOMEONE TO SHARE APT . 
OWN ROOM. VERY NICE. 
$137.50/MONTH & 1/2 UTILI-
TIES. 345-7933. 
_________ 11 /15 
Male subleasor needed for Spring 
Semester. House close to cam-
pus. Own room. Summer free. 
345-7965. 
_________ 11/15 
One bedroom furnished apart-
ment available Spring Semester, 
A/C, dishwasher, close to cam-
pus. Negotiable rent. Call 345-
5287. 
_________ 11 /13 
One bedroom apartment. One 
block from campus on TENTH 
STREET. Phone 345-9751. 
_________ 11/20 
FOR RENT: 2 bdrm. apt., $200 a 
month plus electric. Phone 345-
6201 after 4 p.m. 
_____ ca11 /1 2-15, 18-22 
ACROSS 32 Singer Peerce · • 56:3etfl Th-Omas 
1 Departed 
s Catch on a 
trunk 
9--avis 
13 "And -- down 
alone": 
Housman 
14 Forearm bones 
16 Moa's cousins 
17 Overlook 
18 Farrier 
20 Thai monetary 
units 
22 Farm machines 
23 Household 
260undee 
headgear 
21 Roman poet 
2aCardinal 
33 Kitchen 
implement 
35 Weird-sounding 
lake 
36 Eggs on 
38 Kind of code 
39Verify 
40Peak 
41 Site of Harford 
Comm. College 
43 Actor Beatty 
44 Wintry gale 
46Argots 
48Rya, e .g . 
49 Magician' s 
word 
so Obliteration 
53 After-dinner 
items 
was one 
59Molding 
60 "Thanks --!" 
61 Franklin 
product 
62 Withered 
63 Dabs 
64 County capital 
65 Hibernia 
DOWN 
1 Precarious 
perch 
2 An essayist's 
·pen name 
3 Piscatory 
purveyor 
4Canopy 
5 Boston 
Statehouse, to 
0. W. Holmes 
6 Entirely 
1Gin 
a Step 
9"1 -- You," 
1942 song 
10 Turkish title 
NEWMAN CATHOLIC CENTER will have a Hunger Banquet today 
5:00 p.m. at the St. Charles Parish Center. Come, raise awaren 
about Hunger. 
NEWMAN CATHOLIC CENTER will have Sacrament of Reconcilia. 
offered tonight from 8-9 p.m. at the Newman Chapel. 
PSYCHOLOGY CLUB will have a guest speaker today at 6:00 p.m. · 
the Psychology Lounge. Psychology welcomes Dave Hunter to sp 
on Ethnopharmacology: the cultural & historical uses of drugs. 
BACCHUS will meet tonight at 8:00 p.m. in the Oakland Room. N 
members always welcome! 
STUDY ABROAD OFFICE will have a Study Abroad Meeting tonight 
7:00 p.m. in 222 Coleman Hall for students who want to study, work, 
intern abroad. 
(AAFS) AMERICAN ADVERTISING FEDERATION OF STUDE 
will meet tonight at 7:00 p.m. in Coleman Hall 117. We will be 
cussing T-shirts & Effingham event-all should attend. 
COLLEGIATE BUSINESS WOMEN will meet today at 6:00 p.m. 
Coleman 120. Speaker-Warren Kistner from the Placement Ce 
speaking on Interviewing. Questions-call Debbie(8049) or JilJ(5470) . 
CAMPUS CRUSADE FOR CHRIST will have Prime Time tonight 
6:30 p.m. in the Charleston/Mattoon Room. Eastern Head Baske 
Coach Rick Samuels will speak about "Between Hope and a H 
Place''. All students are invited to attend. 
AMERICAN MARKETING ASSOCIATION(AMA) will have a Spe 
Meeting tonight at 7:00 p.m. in Lumpkin Hall 017. Bob Cox of E 
Creek Resort will be speaking. 
BLACK STUDENT UNION will meet today at 6:00 p.m. in the Sulli 
Room. Pres. Stan Rives will be at the meeting of the Black Stu 
Union to discuss funding & any other questions that arise. Be there 
6:00 p.m. sharp!! 
NEW STUDENT ORIENTATION PLANNING COMMITTEE will m 
today at 4:00 p.m. in the Paris Room (Union). New members welco 
to attend. 
PLEASE NOTE: Campus clips are run free of charge one day only 
any event. All Clips should be submitted to The Daily Eastern N 
office by noon one business day before the date of the event. Exam 
an event schedule for Thursday should be submitted as a Campus 
by noon Wednesday. (Thursday is the deadline for Friday, Saturday 
Sunday event.) Clips submitted after deadline WILL NOT be publis 
No clips will be taken by Phone. Any Clip that is illegible or cont · 
conflicting information will not be run. 
36 
40 
44 
60 
63 
21 One of the 39 Light retractor 51 Radix 
Marx es 41 Widows of agas 52 Cry of 
28Fix 42 Food fish frustration 
54 Actress Garr 
Payment: 
0 Cash D Check D Credit 11 Boring routines 
12 Ski wood 
29 Hardware 
dealer , in 
London 
45 Shuck 
47 Indolent 55 Spotted 
49 Sri Lanka 56 Detonator 
Check number 
20 cents per word first day ad runs. 14 cents per word each consecutive day 
thereafter. Students with valid ID 15 cents per word first day. 10 cents per word 
each consecutive day. 15 word minimum. Student ads must be paid in advance. 
DEAOU.E 2 P.M. PREVIOUS DAY-NO EXCEPTIONS 
The News reserves the right to edit or refuse ads considered libelous 
or in bad taste. 
P.M. 
6:00 Inside Edition News News 
6:30 Night Court Entmt. Tonight Married ... 
7:00 In The Heat of Rescue 911 Full House 
7:30 the Night Movie : Who 
8:00 Law and Order Framed Roger Roseanne 
8:30 Rabbit Coach 
9:00 Maria Shriver Homefront 
9:30 
10:00 News News News 
10:30 Tonight M'A'S'H Love Connection 
11:00 Current Affair Johnny B 
11:30 Letterman Hard Copy Nightline 
SportsCenter 
Olympiad 
Expedition Earth 
Amazin Game 
Spirit of Adv. 
SportsCenter 
Powder mag. 
Skydiving 
. . . .. . .. . . . . . . . ........ ............ , 
MacGyver Dream Jeanie 
Can Be Told 
Murder, She Movie Childs 
Wrote . Play 
Boxing 
News 
MacGyver Night Court 
Kojak 
Equalizer 
Movie 
Nova 
line 
15 Peggy Fleming, 
e.g . 
19 Mining nail 
21 Sinecures 
24 Perfect tennis 
L.A. Law 
Confessions 
Hidden Room 
Making Sense Veronica Clare 
of the 60's 
Spencer: For 
Movie: Hire 
Gary Shandling 
Molly Dodd 
30Cleaves 
31 Proof of title 
32San- · -
Capistrano. 
Calif. 
34 Epithet for 
Abner 
Night Court 
Movie: National 
Lampoon's Animal 
House 
Star Trek: The 
Next Generation , 
WKRP 
Arsenic 
Party Machine 
product 57 Stowe girl 
so Cinders of saNolonger 
comics active : Abbr. 
Get answers to any three clues 
by touch-tone phone: 1 ·900-420-
5656 (75e each minute). 
News Scan 
TerraX Disney 
Smithsonians Froic-
Invention Little House 
Beyond Tom. MPrairie 
Last Ceremony Combat Movie: 
Perry Mason 
Wings My Hero Returns 
Sherlock Holmes 
Great Days of 
the Century Movie 
Tuesday, November 12, 1991 9 
ongress Democrats split over unemployment benefits 
ASHIN<?TON (AP) - The long battle Downey, D-N.Y., echoing complaints of ployed, Democrats repeatedly have con- 26 weeks of coverage. 
ee.n President Bush and Co~gr~ss o~er some other Democrats, as well as labor trasted Bush's opposition to the new bene- The majority leader says his plan is not 
~dmg unemployment benefits is dnv- advocacy groups. "It continues to politicize fits with his eagerness to . help troubled motivated by the 1992 elections. Instead, 
. nfts ~tween Dem~crats who want to something that should never be political. countries overseas. he says that following Bush's rejection of 
ea quick co1?promise ~?d oth~rs who We 
11
need to get the benefits to these peo- "Cruelly using the plight of the unem- two prior Democratic bills aimed at help-
t to score additional pohtical pomts. pie. ployed, and the unpopularity of foreign aid, ing many of the recession's hardest-hit vie-
.senate Maj.ority Leader Ge.orge "The biggest flaw of all with this is it is as a double-barreled political gun at tims, he hopes the president will sign the 
1tchell, D-Mame, has been pressmg a not an agreed-upon compromise," said George Bush's head," was how Senate · bill. 
an to pay for the benefits by cutting the Carl Casebolt, a lobbyist for the National Republican Leader Bob Dole of Kansas . "This is not a political effort to box any. 
reign aid budget. But critics say the idea Council of Churches. "People are without described Mitchell's plan last Friday. body in,'' he said last week when h ~ 
ms deliberately designed to be unac- benefits ... and that makes it more difficult Mitchell's latest proposal would reduce unveiled his plan. "This is an effort to g•:t 
table to Bush and to sharpen an emerg- for families, and there are more suicides, tbe projected growth of foreign aid by $3.6 benefits to those who need them.'' Bw.h 
g Democratic election theme that, as more breakdowns, and the religious com- billion over the next four years, and offer and congressional Republicans say the pro-
itchell himself puts it, "It is time for munity sees this very closely. But it's that to Bush as one option for financing the posal would hurt the foreign aid progn.m 
mericans to help their own." Mitchell become a political football." extra benefits. The goal is to get up to 20 an<;i violate last year's budget agreement, 
nies any campaign motivation. But "I Throughout the four-month fight between extra weeks of benefits to about 1.6 million which forbids transferring such spending to 
ink it's a sham," said Rep. Thomas Bush and Congress over helping the unem- Americans who have used up the regular . other programs. 
ring Subleasor neede·d, Park 
Apartments. Close to cam-
s. Rent negotiable. Call 345-
9. 
y CD player $50, Advent digi-
sound processor· $!50. Four 
Bose speakers w/equalizer, 
· radio cassette $200. More 
7282. 
________ 1217 
navox stereo $30. Realistic 
eo $125. Marantz Equalizer 
p. $60. Zenith 12" speakers 
5. 348-5460. 
________ 1V7 
987 Chevette 4 speed AM/FM 
ette, new tires, looks great, 
good 75,pOO,miles.$2S00:{)0 
692. . 
~-=-.,.-...,..,...~~--,--1V7 
985 Dodge 600 All electric very 
od condition $4,500. 1976 
C Hornet good 850.00 345-
15. 
---~-~------,.1217 
rmals for Sale. $75 to $100. 
s 3 and 5. ·Call Kelly after 
pm 348-7732. 
sale one Remington Electric 
ding machine CHEAP . 345-
7. 
~-------1V7 
Honda Magna 750cc Looks 
d runs excellent! Must sell 
,150 OBO. Call 581-5477. 
..---c--c---:---=-:=-:=-::-::-:-1217 
als for sale $25-$65 sizes 9-
. Call Mary at 581-3215. 
~-------1V7 
KZ650 6500 mi. Runs and 
great. $750.00 348-1983. 
i---------1V7 
1980 Mazda Rx?. New paint, 
clutch, tires. 104,000 miles. 
$2300 OBO. 348-7825. 
~--------1217 
1978 Gibson G-3 bass guitar with 
hard case. Good condition $275 
call Brian 348-8703. 
~--------1217 
'86 YAMAHA FZ 600 
red/white/blue, quick, low miles, 
new tires, runs greatl Must sell, 
$2600 345-9129. 
~--------1V7 
Formals very nice. Lavender and 
royal blue. Worn once. Size 8/9. 
$25 OBO 348-5541. 
_________ 1217 . 
Speedo swim suit size 10. Ladies 
never worn tags are attached 
$30.00. Call 581-5758. 
~--------1V7 
BIG JEEP CJ-5 '76 ... V-8 
Engine, Great Shape, Body Aver-
age Shape, $2000, 581-3003. 
_________ 1~6 
'81 Olds Cutlass, new e.ngine, 
<l tiret.- b! • $~~5o.ese.-a45-
3738. 
--------~1V6 
Zenith 25" console TV $150. 
Marantz speakers (165 watts) 
$125/pair. Realistic DX-440 All-
band communication receiver 
$150. More. 345-4426 after 10 
a.m. 
_________ 1V7 
1982 Dodge 400 CONVERT-
IBLE. Good condition . $1800 
O.B.O. Call Ken 345-9735. 
~-------~1217 
1984 Honda Aero 125 Scooter. 
Excellent condition. $600.00 345-
2333 or 348-5808. 
_________ 1V7 
1980 Chevy Monza. 65000 miles, 
good tires, body fair, needs work. 
$300 OBO 348-8068. 
_________ 1V6 
Acoustic Guitars w/case, strap & 
self teaching materials. Call Matt 
581-5631. 
_________ 11/26 
Calvin and Hobbes 
Doonesbury 
Soloflex exercise machine. All 
attachments included. 1 year old. 
Used little. $1100. TV $60. 348-
0259. 
~--------1V6 
1983 Mustang GLX 2dr hatchback 
V-6 3.8L Auto PS-PB cruise 
Am/Fm Tape A/C 75,000 Miles. 
Excellent condition $3250. 345-
3020 anytime. 
~--------1217 
EX band member selling good 
stuff: Fender standard tale, Mar-
shall 8040 amp, Digitech PDS 
20/20, Pro-co RAT $700 for all. 
345-1377. 
_________ 1V6 
20 gal. fish aquarium. Light hood, 
rocks, filters, air pump included. 
Complete set-up. $70 o.b.o. 348-
0499. 
We Pay Cash for Broken gold 
jewelry, diamonds, class rings, 
gold or silver coins & collection 
modern & antique guns. The 
Pawn Shop 518 6th On the 
Square. 348-1011 
~--------1V7 
Singing Telegrams!! Birthdays, 
Christmas, ,A.nniversaries, Special 
Occasions. Call 581-3110 8-12 
and 1-5 M-F for details. · 
~--------1V6 
European Tan Spa. Call 345-
911+1. 
____ ca11/5,7,12,14,19,21 
Last chance for Mock LSAT 
Exam-Thurs. 14th 4 p.m. 581-
2987 cir 345-7461. Application · 
deadline is Nov. 13. Apps are in 
Coleman Hall 204. 
_________ 11/12 
_________ 1217 Come home for the holidays. 
1982 Kawasaki 650CSR Ork Blue, Book your Thanksgiving/Christ-
Low Miles, New Tires, Batt, Chain, mas party at MOTHER'S. Call 
Must sell First $650. 345-6161 . Jeff or Scott after 7:00 p.m. Nite-
~-~~~-=-"-'-~~12/fi.. -ly.~45-2455 . . 
J'\Olljlef ,S,ter69· SysteJ»eOouble·,,,.. ..-:c _,. •::.- 11/15 
Cassette, AM/FM, Turntable, KELLI SCALES, Just wanted to 
Speakers, with Rack $175. Barber tell you how proud I am of you! 
Chair $50. 349-8994. You're the best Alpha Garn Kid 
LOST: Keys around Buzzard. 
Please call 3674 if found. Leave 
message for Christy. 
-"'---------11/12 
FOUND: Reddish framed glasses 
in Buzzard 206. Claim at Daily 
Eastern News. 
_________ 11 /12 
FOUND: ONE MALE BASSET 
HOUND AND ONE FEMALE 
(NURSING) BASSET HOUND 
OUTSIDE OF TOLEDO. CALL 
581-3648. 
_________ 11/13 
LOST: white kitten, one blue eye 
and one green eye. If found call 
345-8669. 
_________ 11/14 
A 9JMMQO? ~ '<qJ 
CRt>..7.'i.?! COO\.. Pt:O\'.\.E. 
DJN'\ Wb\R 9)t-\BRt.mS ! 
J,f}/}Jf)}' Wf:A\C ~~B~S ~ 
' Q'>:\f'~ ]; 
OANQUAYU'5 
fJeA RI.&.. 
I RIGHT. 
ever! Love, Jen. 
_________ 11/1,2 
GO TRI-SIGMA'S and DEL TA 
SIG'S lntermurals. THANKS to 
JENNY for playing on Thursday. 
The Tri-Sigmas. 
_________ 11/12 
JENNIFER HELLRUNG & GREG 
KRAFT: Congrats on getting 
lavaliered!! You guys are great!! 
LOVE THE SIG KAPS. 
.,,---:---c--=:-:=-:--.,-11 /12 
Congratulations PIKE Jr. Initiates 
on going actives! We hope we 
· can party with you again soon! 
Love, the pledges of Delta Zeta. 
~.,.,--,,,.--..,,.----,c-c-= 11 /12 (OH) Troy Swanson, Mr. PIKE Jr. 
Initiates·, Congratulations! Your 
hard work and dedication finally 
paid off! Love, your DZ A.G.S. 
_________ 11/12 
by Bill Watterson 
W\.\t>.T Rl~ IS IT 
B£\N<; "®\..'' 
IF 'lOJ 
CA~T 
W£.M2. t.. 
so~SRtRO'!' 
1"12. 
BY GARRY TRUDEAU 
50 f1(){JJ 
WN6HAV& 
YOUBCIJN 
5CefN6 
H#?? 
I 
ALICIA MANGRUM OF SIGMA 
KAPPA, Looking forward to meet-
ing you tonight at Ike's. Good 
luck finding me! Your Dad??? 
_________ 11/12 
GIOVANNA POMATTA OF AST, 
YOU'RE THE COOLEST KID 
AND I STILL .WANT A HOME-
COMING VOTE RECOUNT. 
LOVE, YOUR :DELTA CHI DAD 
TERRY. 
_________ 11/12 
TRACI LIGHTBODY AST AND 
ROB NORMAN SIG Pl, You guys 
are the best mom & dad ever. 
Love your.Little Tot Paula S. -
_________ 11/12 
SHERRA HART-WE CAN'T 
WAIT TO BOND WITH OUR 
DAUGHTER TONIGHT! LOVE, 
MOM AND DAD. 
_________ 11112 
Amy C. Hope you can forgive me 
for Saturday night and we can be 
buddies. Todd. 
. • . . 11J;1'? 
fEuro'f>e'art"Tan sp:a. i'atra"4~ 
911+1. 
____ ca11/5,7, 12, 14, 19,21 
$500 REWARD Wini BE PAID 
TO THOSE PROVIDING INFOR-
MATION THAT LEADS TO THE 
ARREST AND CONVICTION OF 
THOSE DOING CRIMINAL DAM-
AGE TO PROPERTY AT 
CHARLESTON SPORTSMAN 
CLUB. CONTACT THE COLES 
CO. SHERIFF OFFICE. 
CHARLESTON SPORTSMAN 
CLUB, BOARD OF DIRECTORS. 
_________ 11/13 
Make your Dinner Reservations 
for Parents Weekend. Reflections 
Restaurant 345-2516. Buffet 
$7.95, Also Special Menu Items, 
Live Music-Nov.16, 1991, Benji & 
the BeBops 9:30 p.m. to 1 :00 
a.m. 
_________ 11/14 
Marc: I had a great time at Barn 
Dance - Thanks a Bunch. Who 
is Queen? 
_________ 11/12 
TOM FRAZER: THANKS FOR 
LAST WEDNESDAY NIGHT. I 
HAD A GREAT TIME. YOU ARE 
AN AWESOME DAD. LOVE, 
JODI. . 
_________ 11/12 
HEY LITTLE GATORS OF AST-
GOOD LUCK DURING I-WEEK. 
STAY PSYCHED UP! LOVE, 
TOM. 
_________ 11/12 
Jen Crawford-Happy 18th Birth-
day, finally. Hope you get some-
c"thil.')g to p1a)' tb.a.se CD's on cuz 
. you can'I 1;1se mi"et I.ova, Nicole. 
_________ 11/12 
Nicci, Sorry for making problems 
for you. It was not planned. Don't 
worry about Ike's, You're fine. 
Todd. 
_________ 11/12 
European Tan Spa. Call 345-
911 +1. 
____ ca11/5,7,12,14,19,21 
Need to Sell that old car? Lost 
something or found something? 
Use the Classifieds in the Daily 
Eastern News. 
'SELL SHORT 
SAVE LONG' 
It's the 1 for $1 deal! 
The Daily Eastern News 
. will run your ·" ""• " 
CLASSIFIED AD 
for 1 day for $1 * 
•10 words ONE DAY is $1.00 
*THE 1 FOR $1 IS AVAILABLE TO ANY NON-COMMERCIAL INDIVID-
UAL WHO WISHES TO ~ AN ITEMS OR ITEMS (MAX. OF 3 
ITEMS). ALL ITEMS MUST BE PRICED . 
Name:~------------------
Address: ________ .Phone: ______ _ 
Dates to .run ------------
Message: (one word per line) 
Under Classification of: FOR SALE Person 'accepting ad _. __ _ 
E~piration code (office use only) ____ · Compositor ___ _ 
No. words/days. _______ Amount due:$ ____ _ 
10 Tuesday, November 12, 1991 
Bowl matchups tentatively se~ 
By The Associated Press 
Notre Dame is headed to the Sugar Bowl, Penn 
State will play Tennessee in the Fiesta Bowl and 
Florida State will probably go to the Cotton Bowl 
if it loses to Miami, several bowl and school 
sources said Monday. 
Although official announcements won't be made 
until 'Sunday, most major matchups apparently fell 
into place after Notre Dame's 35-34 loss to 
Tennessee on Saturday. 
Sources said Notre Dame will play Florida in the 
Sugar Bowl even if the 12th-ranked Irish lose to 
No. 8 Penn State on Saturday. No. 
5 Florida can clinch the outright Southeastern 
Conference title - and the automatic Sugar Bowl 
berth that goes with it - by beating · Kentucky this 
week. 
·,, One_ s9urce said the Sugar Bowl was even will-
irig to take NcHre Dame (8-2) with three losses 
because of its television drawing power and the 
fact that the Irish haven't been to New Orleans in 
11 years. 
The Sugar got poor TV ratings on ABC last year 
when its Tennessee-Virginia telecast competed 
with the Colorado-Notre Dame title game on NBC. 
Sources also said Penn State will meet No. 10 
Tennessee in the Fiesta regardless of what they do 
this weekend. The Volunt~ers play Mississippi on 
Saturday. 
After Notre Dai;ne lost to Tennessee, it became 
clear that the winner of Saturday's game between 
No. 1 Florida State and No. 2 Miami would play 
the Big Eight champion - either No. 11 Nebraska 
or No. 16 Colorado- in the Orange Bowl. 
What wasn't clear then was where the Florida 
State-Miami loser would go. 
On Monday, however, sources said Florida State 
was leaning toward the Cotton Bowl if it loses to 
Miami. The other Cotton bid goes to the Southwest 
Conference champ, which will be Texas A&M if 
the 13th-ranked Aggies can win two of their last 
three games. 
If Florida State beats Miami, sources ·said, the 
Hurricanes will end up in the Cotton or 
Blockbuster Bowl. Whichever of those bowls 
doesn't get Miami will probably invite No. 7 
Alabama. 
Owner could take Kiam to court 
FOXBORO, Mass. (AP) - Fran body at this point." Kiam must $38 million in notes through that 
Murray reportedly will go to produce $38 million to buy out period. 
court Tuesday if New England Murray's 49 percent ownership - A guarantee that Murray will 
For all news, 
sports, and 
weather 
read 
The Dally 
Eastern 
News. 
The Dally Eastern News 
Utl_arty's 
Bacon Cheeseburger 
w I fries $122 
''Head for the Mountains" 
Ice Cold Busch Longneck $1 
Other Bottles $1.ll 
Patriots owner Victor Kiam fails share. A deadline set for last be paid in full at the end of the Eastern Illinois University Theatre 
to guarantee Murray will get $38 month was extended, with the 120-day period. t 
million for his share of the NFL NFL given temporary custody, - A~ agreement to have the presen S 
team. , which expires Nov. 13. NFL remain in control of the IN I G HT, MOTH ER 
Kiam, Murray and their But The Boston Globe reported team's financial matters through ' -
lawyers were scheduled to meet today that Murray might give that period. 
Monday in a final attempt to Kiam a 120-day extension, The NFL's temporary custody 
resolve the Patriots' ownership enabling the team to finish its of the Patriots is scheduled to end A Drama by Marsha NC?rman 
situation. season with the present owner- Wednesday. 
"I'm sure something is going ship stalemate intact. If Murray doesn't get his 8 p.m. November 6, 7, 8, 9, 13, 14, 15, 16 
to be worked out," Murray said Murray's lawyers said they money or guarantee, Murray's 2 p.m. November 10, 17 
Sunday night at Miami. "I don't would request significant invest- attorney, Robert Popeo, was 
know what's going to happen and ment safeguards before agreeing expected to file lawsuits attempt- In the Studio -- Doudna Fine Arts Center · 
I've been told not to comment on to such an extension. They were: ing to establish Murray's control $6 Adults, $5 Senior Citizen & Youth, $3 EIU Students 
the situation. I just wouldn't bet - Kiam's agreement to 'continue in the team and an injunction p~e- Phone 581-3110 for ticket info. & reservations 
on or against anything or any- to pay the interest on Murray's venting Kiam's interference. I Mon.-Fri. 1-5 p.m. and one hour before performances. 
Mianii reserves receive SUSP9riSi6ii$;';' ~-~r< ,.F,. .-,'=:: ~~~~~~ 
CORAL GABLES, Fla. (AP) - State on Saturday. Gables police officers. He wks 
Running back Martin Patton and "Martin Patton and Jonathan jailed on charges that included 
receiver Jonathan Harris, both Harris were involved in incidents battery to a police officer and 
reserves, were suspended over the weekend which violate resisting arrest with violence. 
Monday from the Miami football our team policy," Erickson said. Patton was arrested while offi-
team after a weekend motorcycle "This is not a decision that was cers were investigating a motor-
accident that led police to file made based on whether they are cycle accident involving Harris, a 
charges. innocent or guilty by law. That backup wide receiver. He said the 
Coach Dennis Erickson issue is separate from the fact that fight started when officers pushed 
announced that the indefinite sus- they violated team policy." him away from an ambulance that 
pensions were effective immedi- Patton, a 6-1, 196-pound redshirt was transporting Harris to 
ately. The second-ranked sophomore, was arrested .early Doctors Hospital. 
Hurricanes play No. 1 Florida Sunday after a fight with Coral 
Magic 
*From page 12 
out the NBA and -the TV ratings have soared 
higher than ever before. 
His puppy-dog facial expression and his high-
fiving with Jack Nicholson on the sidelines of 
Laker games will continue as always, but the 
NBA' will never be the same without the all-time 
assist leader dishing off a pass to James Worthy 
or Byron Scott. 
It just won't be the same, turning on the televi-
sion se~ on Sunday afternoon and watching the 
Lakers play without Magic. You won't here about 
the Magic vs. Jordan matchup, or the Magic vs. 
Isaiah or Magic vs. Bird confrontations. 
I am just happy to see that the personality that 
Magic Johnson has brought to the NBA, is the 
same personality that he has in his everyday life. 
NEED EXTRA MONEY? 
National Marketing 
Company Needs People 
· With Good Phone Voices. 
Earn $5 per hour 
Guaranteed PLUS · 
Bonuses 
To Apply call 
348-5250 EOE 
And from the interviews I have witnessed he will 
go on with his life just as if nothing has happened 
and he will spread the news across the world 
about AIDs. 
I am one person who believes that all things 
that happen in life, good or bad, happen for a rea-
son. In the case of Magic Johnson, the one posi-
tive aspect that I can see coming from this situa-
tion is that the AIDS awareness programs across 
the nation will have a damn good spokesperson. 
If any one person can make people listen and 
become aware of AIDs, it is Magic Johnson. So 
just remember, AIDs can happen to anyone. 
- Ken Ryan is the associate sports editor for The 
Daily Eastern News. 
The Ladies of 
Delta Zeta 
would like ta congratulate 
Steve Laughlin 
of 
ETI 
as their 1991-1992 "DZ" Man 
> 
Parents Weekend Special 
Show Mom & Dad that 
you care ... with a 
Corsage and Boutonniere 
many styles and prices available 
Special Delivery Rate -- FREE 
on campus with $5 purchase 
Noble Flower Shop 
503 Jefferson 345-7007 
Billiard Bar 
& 
Restaurant 
@j ' 345-7849 
OPEN 
Daily 11-2 
SUN 
1:30-10 PM 
Dinner - Stix King Burrito with 
Chips & Salsa $3.50 
Gin or Stoli & Mixer 
(IADIES) Wine Coolers 
Shots "The Big Four" CJR-BN 
20 oz. Premium Beer 
Old Chicago Premium Beer 
Giant Slices After 9 PM 
j\i Pool is 50¢ ALL DAY & NIGHT 
Live DJ 
NO COVER! 
Big Screen TV D 
Tuesday, November 12, 1991 
lane's Davis set to resign 
coach. 
·2 DOGS, 
2 FRIES, 
&... 
11 
ORLEANS (AP) - Tulane football coach 
vis announced Monday he will resign fol-
the Green Wave's game with Louisiana 
Nov. 23. 
Davis said the mounting losses were a factor in 
his decision, but not the whole reason. 
"When you choose to get into this business you 
know that at some point the W's and L's become 
important," Davis said. 
20 oz. DRINK 
ve chosen to resign now to help facilitate 
ition and to remove the speculation and 
so our players and coaches can concentrate 
U game," Davis said at a news confer-
(1-9) won its first game Saturday night, 
winless Navy 34-7. 
40, is 14-30 in four years as head coach. 
been at Tulane for seven years, the first 
an assistant head coach under Mack 
who resigned on Dec. 16, 1987. Davis was 
replace him two days later. 
to this season, he took over additional 
offensive coordinator and quarterbacks 
The decision for Davis to announce his resigna-
tion before the end of the season was arrived at 
jointly, but initiated by Davis, athletic director 
Kevin White said. 
"Greg and I shared a mutual position that the 
program needed to be jump started at this time," 
White said. 
Tulane will initiate a nationwide search for a 
replacement, White said. Ideally, he said, the new 
coach would be in place soon after the LSU game. 
"I've talked to several coaches and ADs at sever-
al institutions in the past several days," White said. 
We Deliver 
11 am -11 pm 
345-2466 
11/Mi:~ 
Tuesdays Only 
RESTAURANT & CATERING 
ISN'T IT TIME YOU TRIED ~ 
THE BEST FOOD IN TOWN? :: 
409 ?ltl STREET . ~ " . 345~7427 . ' : 
..... 1 1 - • • '· ' ~ ' ~ ' ' ok describes Jordan as .tyrant ONE BLOCK NORTH OF· THE COURT HOUSE 
l\GO (AP) - A soon-to-
lished book describes 
o Bulls superstar Michael 
as a sometime-tyrant 
actions caused conflict 
e NBA world champi-
·p team, a published report 
he Jordan Rules," by 
season and is advertised as "an 
inside story of a turbulent sea-
son." In one excerpt, the book 
reports that Jordan once warned 
teammates that they would be 
punished if they ever passed the 
ball to center Bill Cartwright in 
the final four minutes of a 
game, the Sun-Times reported. 
was, "A lot of things appeared 
that were said in confidence." 
Other Bulls players are eagerly 
awaiting the book's release. 
"We've all been waiting for 
the book," said forward Horace 
Grant, an occasional critic of 
Jordan. "Everyone wants to see 
what's in it. The book will be a 
big test to see if we can get 
along." 
cago Tribune sportswriter 
Smith, will be published 
ly by Simon and Schuster. 
Chicago Sun-Times said in 
nday's editions that it had 
'ned an advance copy. 
"If you do," Jordan is said to 
have told them, "you'll never 
get the ball from me." The book 
also reports that Jordan slugged 
backup center Will Perdue dur-
ing practice. 
An attempt to reach Smith 
today or obtain comment from 
the Tribune was unsuccessful. A 
message left with the newspa-
per's public relations staff was 
not immediately returned. 
e book reportedly details 
infighting the Bulls over-
to win the NBA title last 
Jordan has seen galley proofs 
of the book . The Sun-Times 
reported that his only comment 
ecord 97 free agents includes Morris 
W YORK (AP) - World Series MVP Jack Seven more players were eligible to file by the 
rris and suspended Atlanta outfielder Otis midnight deadline, including Twins third baseman 
on were among the five players who filed for Mike Pagliarulo, Los Angeles catcher Gary Carter 
agency Monday to raise the total to a record _ and Houston pitcher Mike Scott. 
eanwhile, the Pittsburgh Pirates made a late 
.S million, four-year offer to outfielder Bobby 
·na, who filed for free agency on the first pos-
le day. The offer was rejected Friday by 
·na's agent, Dennis Gilbert, and other teams 
start making offers Tuesday. 
Starting Tuesday, I will contact all the teams 
have contacted us," Gilbert said. "I will start 
· g appointments with them and see what they 
to say." 
Pirates general manager Larry Doughty 
lined to comment Monday on the offer' or con-
that it had been made. Bonilla has said he was 
.9 percent" certain he would leave Pittsburgh. 
e total of free agents broke the previous 
d of 96, set last year. Others filing Monday 
e Minnesota second baseman Al Newman, 
s catcher Junior Ortiz and California outfield-
Venable. 
_Morris had ~ 1992 option for $3.65 million but 
one day after pitching 10 shutout innings against 
Atlanta in Game 7 of the World Series, he decided 
not to exercise it. Twins general manager Andy 
MacPhail has said he hoped to re-sign Morris, who 
is looking to raise his salary to the $5 million-a-
year range. 
"I'm not optimistic at the moment," Morris' 
agent, Richard Moss, said Monday. "I had several 
conversations with Andy and the one thing we 
agreed on was that if anyone deserves to be at or 
near the top of salary structure, it's Jack Morris. 
What I take this all to mean is they just haven't 
decided whether to pay the money, that's all." 
Mac:Phail was in Florida and could not be con-
tacted Monday. The top-paid pitcher is Roger · 
Clemens of Boston, who averages $5.38 million 
beginning next season. Dwight Gooden of the New 
York Mets is second at $5.15 million. 
··.·.·' ..  .. "···L ····· ·· ....... m:;~., .. . :!E:, ;· ., ·: . 
' -"-
. '='',,._. 
... ,.:into 
EllJ'stuaent 
Discount ·specials ! 
$i9 
Glasses 
Exam. 
2 Pairs of Contacts 
$99 INCLUDES: Our standard daily wear soft 
lenses, a thorough exam, cold 
care kit, instructions for use 
and care and 30 days 
follow-up care. 
. 345-5100 . 
904 E. Lincoln 
2 Blocks East of 
OLD MAIN 
Dr. Steven H. Lane, O.D. 
D.elta Zeta 
·r .,. r' · v . i ,r.. , 1 , 
~:.J:!i.atloa Materials' A: le at Booa ZOI 
el the IJlllvenlty IJlllon. 
APPLYftDAY! 1111 
Congratulate.'s J' its,11:,t~ 99.1 :·1N ,~·'l~~, 
Formal Awar·d.sl · I--~ ·~t:i•t.l· , , 
Outstanding 
Pledge ..... . 
Sophomore ........... . 
Junior ....... . 
Senior ............ . 
Officer .... . 
Kristin Driscoll 
Lynn McMillion 
. . . . Anna Van Soyor 
. . Jayme Nelson 
Heather Burrus 
Chairman . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . joAnn Gunnewig 
Miss Congeniality . . . . . . . . . . . Amy Wachholz 
Dream Girl ................ . 
Outstanding ~Z. 
Maggie Sullivan 
Dana Wulff 
SHANNON THOMAS\Staff photographer 
Cornerback Shannon Sutton picks off a pass in Eastern's 28-26 loss Saturday at Western Kentucky. The 
Panthers host Southwest Missouri State Saturday in their final home game of the season. 
aeasey dives into record,· book 
By RYAN GIUSTI 
Staff writer 
Although she has not been here 
iong, Kim Beasey has already left 
a lasting impression on the 
Eastern record books. 
.. 
improve and has set her sights on 
setting . some more rec.ords. In the 
Panther Jnyite she missed break-
. ing the school recorded in the 200 
butterfly· by· under a · second. She 
finished first in . tJ?.e event with a 
time 2:13.4. · · 
"Overall I think the 200 fly is 
my best eyeilt," Beasey said. 
"Hopefully _I will . break that 
record too.-" 
Seniors look for wi 
~ in finale at O'Brien 
By R.J. GERBER 
Staff writer · 
Before the 1991 Panther foot-
bali season began, expectations 
were high as fifth-year head 
.coach Bob Spoo chose his team 
to conlend for the· Gateway 
Conference championship. 
One· reason for . the . optimistic . 
outl()dk centered around the 19 
~nj6r.s, mi hi·s roster - the most . 
it(Sp(l'o"s t1;m.ure as the leader of 
th~:'Rarii~her·s' . But after nine 
garh~s .. ~'.the ;Panthers stand at 3- • 
6, w1di'°tfieir latest defeat, a 28-
26;,'{>u;tedme' against Western 
Kentucky at Bowling Green, 
Ky./k}st Saturday~ a loss which 
. ensure:d.,.Spoo's fourth losing 
· rei;;ord· in five. campaigns. 
Although five of the six set-
backs have: come by a total of 
six points - the other .was a 42-
13 loss at. the Big Eight's . Iowa 
State :-- the season hasn't gone 
as planned for the experienced 
squad. Now, with two games 
remaining, including the 
Panthers' final home contest of 
the season Saturday versus 
Southwe.st Missouri State, 
Eastern is trying to salvage 
something from a season full of · 
disappointments. Eastern is in 
sixth place in the league with a 
1-3 mark. 
One of the 19 seniors who is 
ready to give everything he has 
in front of Saturday's Parent's 
Day crowd at O'Brien Stadium 
is defensive lineman Joe 
Remke. 
self when you lose," said 
Panthers' fifth 0 leading tack 
"The only goal I have is to 
my last game at O'Bri 
Stadium with my parents th 
After five years here that 
something I take pride in." 
Another senior, co-capt 
Tim Moore, said besides 
being the last game for him 
front of the Eastern stude 
body, there is something more 
stake. 
"We can spoil some things 
the conference agai 
Southwest and Northern low 
said the tight end fr 
Evansville, Ind. "Althou 
we've lost four games by 
point, we still feel we' re one 
the best teams in the Gatew 
It's important to win beca 
it's the last time I'll. get top 
at home. 
"O'Brien has always been 
special place and the who 
"Although the season has 
gone as poorly as it has, the 
effort has been extraordinary," 
said Remke, who hails from 
Wood.stock. "I don't see any 
reason why that should .change. 
It obviously mea_ns a lot. All the 
s.eniors are going to . feel the 
same way. We'd rather have a 
· team will play hard," contin 
Moore, who has 15 recepti 
for 159 yards this season. "I 
the last two games of o 
careers and we have the type 
people that will continue to p 
Last" weekend Beasey broke 
~wo school-swimming records at 
tile Panther Invite. She won the 
200 meter individual medley·in a 
time of 2: 16._7 beating the old 
· school record of .2: 17 .3 set in 
1980 by Gale· Pavick. Later in the 
same meet she did it agai.n taking · 
a· full second off of the · old 400 
Ray -Padovan is the · Lady ... 
Panther ccrach ·and has some con-
fidence .that .Beasey can improve· 
on her already fast times. 
victory than anything else. 
.'·'You always question your-
·hard." 
. IM record. Beasey won the event 
with a 4:52.6 besting Jamie · 
Pistorio's mark of 4:53.6 set in 
·1983. 
"It felt real good," Beasey said. 
"I know I can keep breaking · 
those records." 
Beasey is a junior in her first 
year at Eastern. She transferred 
from Vincennes Junior College in 
Indiana where she also swam 
with some success. In her two 
years at Vincennes Beasey won 
eight All-AmeriCan titles and 
. qualified for Nationals each year. 
Ironically Vincennes was one of 
the six teams in· the Panther Invite 
that witnessed ,Beasey's perfor-
mance. 
"It was kind of hard," Beasey 
said about swimming against her 
former team. 
Beasey grew up in Reynolds, 
Indiana and went to Frontier High 
School but swam for the 
Lafayette-Jeff High School team. 
She then went on to Vincennes 
before moving on to Eastern. 
Beasey chose Eastern after com-
peting against t!Jem and seeing 
them swim. 
Kimberly Beasey 
~·i saw · them at a meet in 
Indianapolis : and · was really 
impressed," Beasey said. 
Beasey is still trying to adjust 
to the Division !"program. 
. "W.e are doing a lot more sprint 
work. I think tliat is what has 
helped me.'_' Beasey · ~aid. "Time-
wise I arfr doing 'a. lot better than 
last year.'.' . · 
Another aspect that she must 
adjust to is· the competition. 
"The teanis \ye swim against 
seem to be a liitle faster," Beasey 
stated. · 
Beasey wili al~o h11ve to swim 
faster if she hopes to go to 
Nationals in the NCAA. The 
qualifying times are faster than 
they are in junior college. 
"I don't know about this year, 
but hopefully next year I will 
qualify for the 200 butterfly," 
Beasey said. 
With two records already under 
her belt, Beasey is still looking to 
"I feel thal she · can· go quite a 
bit faster -than· she .has," Padovan · 
said. "She is a tremendous swim-
mer." . 
- . 
Padovari feels that it is her hard 
work that · makes her a good 
swimrru~r: .· · .. . · 
"Her work ethic is real good," 
Padovan- sal.d: ... She knows what .. 
swimming fs all about." 
The I:adyPanthers are on a roll 
after a stn:nig perforinance in the 
Indianapolis )nvite : a week ago 
and repeating as Panther Invite 
champions this weekend. 
"A lot.of ·people were happy 
with their times-in the Panther 
Invite," Beasey said. "It gives us 
a positive outlook for the rest of 
the ·season." · 
a·n Friday Beasey will once 
iigain face her former team as 
Eastern takes on Vincennes in an 
exhibitiort meet. 
f..ftei- breaking records that 
hav~ stood for eight years and 11 
years, ·Beasey hopes to continue 
her ear.ly success at Eastern 
-throughout· her career. 
. "I hope to set a record th'at will 
stand for another 10 years," 
Beasey said. 
M-agic's"retirement bi 
.blow··' to Lakers, NBA 
Earvin "MAGIC" Johnson is done. 
No, Magic is not dead, but a big part of his 
life and a big part pf the NBA is dead. 
When I first hea~d the news that Johnson was 
infected with the HIV virus, I did not take _it too 
seriously. I started joking around with my 
friends that were L.A. Laker fans, asking them 
what they were going to do now that Magic was 
retired and telling them to forget about the sea-
son because it was a lost cause witho~t him. .' 
But then I started thinking about how foolish 
I was to make light of the situation. Even though Ken 
I was not a big Magic Johnson fan, I really start- Ryan 
ed to think· about the impact that this news-------· 
would have on not only the NBA, but the fans as well. 
As far as the NBA goes, Magic almost single-handedly took a fa 
ering NBA and gave new life to the sport of basketball.. He revoluti 
ized the game with his style of play and his personality. 
David Stern, the commisioner of the NBA, has been called by m 
the best commsioner in all of sports. I could bet almost anything that 
someone was to ask him who has had the greatest impact on the g 
of basketball, the first words out of Commsioner Stern's mouth wo 
be Magic Johnson. Sure the names of MichaeLJo.r.dan .and Larry ff 
would also be mentioned, but Magic is Magic. · 
His flashy style of play, his .n0-iook passes, his bounce passes fr 
halfcourt and his behind the back, 'Sses have excited crowds throu 
*Continued on page 10 
